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About This Game

Buoyancy is a city-building strategy game set in an ocean world.

Build a floating city. Plan out your city's expansion by placing floating platforms that connect with each other. There are
several types of buildings: Gatherers, Production, Hunters, Military, and Utility. Resources are delivered in real-time for

constructing and production by your villagers.

Manage a growing population. Your city's population will be ever growing! Manage your villagers happiness and nourishment
levels to keep them alive. Try to balance resource production with an increasing population that demands more and more.

Combat sickness and fires that could cripple your city.

Explore with your mighty city. In this ocean world there are resources and floating junk to exploit but they’re not always going
to drift your way. You can move your city around to exploit resources providing your buildings a production boost. Most of

these resources are critical to develop larger cities, and some are necessary to keep surviving!
Find schools of fish, derelict ships, and take advantage of rebounded whale populations (or don’t).

Fight for your survival. Pirates will attack you if they spot your city. You can train Guards to defend your city from invaders.
Place Junk Cannons to destroy a large amount of pirates in one blow, but be careful of friendly fire!

Community
Feel free to follow us on Twitter, subscribe to our reddit, and be part of our Discord channel.
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About us
We are Devs on a Boat, a small indie game company based in sunny Seattle, WA.

We currently do not develop on a boat, but we dream.
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Title: Buoyancy
Genre: Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Devs on a Boat
Publisher:
Devs on a Boat
Release Date: 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Core i3 or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce GTX 400 series or better

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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Version 0.2.1 is now live!:
Version 0.2.1 of Heroes of Fortunia is now live. This updated brings some minor gameplay improvements and bugfixes with it.

Changes:

Your work-in-progress dungeon will now be restored in case you close the game or get disconnected before being able to
successfully publish it.

The Archer's skills now cause him to automatically turn towards the current mouse cursor position if he doesn't have a
target.

You can no longer concede after completing a dungeon.

At the start of every dungeon attack, the game now waits for the dungeon to finish building completely. This should
reduce some bugs and improve performance during the initial moments of an attack.

You can now right-click to destroy a component while you are placing/moving it.

A change has been made to improve replay stability. This only affects new replays.

The daily bonus cap has been raised from 20 -> 25.

Replays from the previous version are still compatible with the new update, but replays that were broken or unstable in any way
before the update will remain so.

Please update the game to the latest version in order to continue playing, and do feel free to let us know what you think!. 
Upcoming Alien-Human hybrid model:
Take a look at the Alien-human hybrid currently under development by Klura Design for the game. This is what happens to
humans who stumble upon some versions of the Alien BioSpor.

. 1.1.23 BETA:
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- new: attack proximity bonuses
- retiarius gets bonus damage points if landing a successful attack from a safe distance.
- thraex gets bonus damage points if landing a successful attack from close proximity.

chariot races
- rewards/costs balancing (increased time/coin cost & reward coin)
- cooldown in effect after participating in a race
- fixed: gladiator should no longer bail out of chariot if horse is at 1 HP but still alive.
- fixed: gladiator should not decide to attack his own horse or chariot if they bump into him
- fixed: gladiator should not try to get back into chariot if the horse reigns have been cut
- new: opponent generator should pick more challenging opponents (not random any more)
. Half-Life 1 and Counter-Strike 1.6 BETA updated:
We have released an update to the beta for both games, fixes include:

Fixed keyboard options dialog showing incorrect key names on non-QWERTY keyboards

Fixed crash when typing in certain unicode characters

Fixed voice chat sometimes not transmitting properly

Allowed the toggleconsole command to be properly rebound

. Devlog #8: Pricing:
Hello everyone! Today I'd like to talk about some decisions we had to make concerning pricing of the game.

We had to find a way to increase sales to speed up the development because the current sales (and wishlist additions) were not
high enough to meet our goal of a December 2019 release that we promised. We therefore considered some options:

First of all, we could lower the price to increase the number of sold units. However, there are a lot of other cheap games on
Steam and given that I alone invested something north of $250,000 (*1) worth of work into making this game already, I simply
could not give it away for less than the current price of $8.99 (with the exception of discounts of course).

So the second option was to increase the price. We requested Valve to set it to $24.99, hoping this will make the game stand out
a little bit more from all the other voxel games since we use a custom-made engine with very sophisticated optimizations to
support orders of magnitude more blocks visible at the same time compared to other games. To be exact, it is something
between 32x and 128x as many, depending on how exactly you compare it (*2). This is one thing that you will most likely not
find in any other game because there are not that many people who could do these optimizations (mainly people who write
graphics engines) and of those, probably no one will invest thousands of hours to make a game like this because they got a job
that likely comes with a six-figure salary.

We know that the price increase is quite high, and as much as we would love to sell it to you for less than that, our top priority is
developing the game so you enjoy it for many, many hours and we hope that this step helps us achieving that goal.

We also got feedback from friends who told us that they ignore games under $10, simply because there are a lot of bad or small
games in that price range. We want people to know that this is not a small game and we will not rest until all the features
mentioned in the description are implemented. In fact, we want to develop this game to a point where we can raise the price to
$45 or more because you will spend hundreds of hours filled with fun and excitement in the game.

Footnotes:

1. Based upon the number of hours it took to develop the game and a reasonable salary in Germany.

2. 512m render distance with 250m sea level compared to Minecraft with 256m render distance and 64m sea level gives 4x
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the number of blocks in X- and Z-direction and about 8x the number of blocks in Y-direction, for a total of 4*4*8 =
128x the number of blocks.
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